
Implementing the new  
VCE Economics Study Design  
with the Economics Down 
Under series

A TEACHER’S GUIDE

From January 2017, teachers will be working with an exciting and new VCE Economics 
Study Design for 2017-2021. Last updated in 2010, the new Study Design features a 
number of changes, which, understandably, can create extra work for teachers who must 
become familiar with new content and develop resources to support the effective delivery 
of the course.

 
That’s why our long-standing author and VCE Economics expert, Richard Morris, compiled everything you need to 
know about the changes, and how the latest, digital-only editions of the Economics Down Under series meets the 
aspirations of the new Study Design, so you can have complete confidence going into 2017.

 
How ‘new’ is the new VCE Economics Study Design?
The new Study Design for VCE Economics includes two major changes that all teachers need to be aware of: 

• There are 5 Areas of Study that need to be covered across each title, rather than 4 Areas of Study
• To ensure currency, statistics and data must be taken from the past 2 years, rather than the past 4 years

Beyond these overarching changes, there are a number of updates within each of the four units. However, 
Economics teachers will be relieved to recognise many aspects from the 2010-2016 Study Design. 
 
Now, let’s take a closer look at each unit in greater detail.
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Units 1 and 2 
 

Unit 1: The behaviour of consumers and businesses has two Areas of Study: 
• Area of Study 1: Thinking like an economist
• Area of Study 2: Decision making in markets 

What’s the same? 
Unit 1 includes many of the familiar outcomes from the previous Study Design, including: 
• needs, wants, scarcity, opportunity cost
• the production possibility diagram or model
• market structure
• the decision-making role of markets, demand, supply and  relative prices
• a case study of a particular market 

What’s changed?
• There is a new section entitled, ‘Thinking like an economist’, which examines:

 ° the traditional view about how consumers behave, along with more recent developments involving 
behavioural economics

 ° the traditional viewpoint about business behaviour and how new technology and other developments 
necessitate adaptations

• Certain topics have been moved into Unit 2 (for example, economic growth and sustainable development, and 
income distribution) 

• Issues such as inflation have been deleted

Unit 2: Contemporary economic issues has three Areas of Study: 
• Area of Study 1: Economic growth, long-term economic prosperity and environmental sustainability
• Area of Study 2: Economic efficiency and equity
• Area of Study 3: Global economic issues 

What’s the same? 
Unit 2 covers many topics that teachers will recognise (including some from Unit 1 in the previous Study Design) 
such as:
• economic growth, long term economic prosperity and environmental sustainability
• equity and economic efficiency
• global economic issues including globalisation, global inequality, free trade and protectionism 

What’s changed?
• While the above topics may be familiar, most have been broadened and changed in important ways such as:

 ° looking at what we mean by long-term economic prosperity
 ° examining the trade-off between promoting efficiency and pursuing equity
 ° investigating a choice of global economic issues

• Certain topics have been removed completely (for example, population, employment and change)
• Other topics have been modified (for example, the section on Australia’s international economic transactions 

now solely looks at the issue of free trade and protectionism)
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Units 3 and 4
Unit 3: Australia’s economics prosperity has three Areas of Study: 
• Area of Study 1: An introduction to microeconomics: the market system, resource allocation and government 

intervention
• Area of Study 2: Domestic macroeconomic goals
• Area of Study 3: Australia and the world economy 

What’s the same? 
Unit 3 covers many of the same topics, including: 
• relative scarcity (resources, needs, wants and opportunity costs)
• microeconomics (the conditions for a purely competitive market)
• the operation of the market or price system in making key economic decisions, the laws of demand and supply, 

non-price factors affecting demand and supply conditions, elasticity
• the nature and cause of market failure 
• a contemporary example of government intervention designed to reduce market failure that unintentionally 

leads to reduced efficiency in resource e allocation
• living standards
• the nature and purpose of economic activity and the business cycle
• the aggregate demand-supply diagram and the nature and importance of aggregate demand and aggregate 

supply in influencing economic activity and the government’s three key domestic macroeconomic goals
• the goal of low inflation (definition, measurement, causes and consequences)
• the goal of strong and sustainable economic growth (definition, measurement, causes and consequences)
• the goal of full employment (definition, measurement, causes and consequences)
• the influence of aggregate demand and aggregate supply factors on the government’s three key domestic, 

macroeconomic goals over the past two years 

What’s changed?
• There is a focus on just the Australian government’s three key domestic macroeconomic goals (low inflation, 

strong and sustainable economic growth and full employment)
• Two government goals of external stability and equity have been removed
• There is a focus on just the factors affecting the government’s key domestic macroeconomic goals during the 

past two years (vs. the past four years)
• A third outcome has been added: Australia and the world economy looks at the relationship between 

international trade and living standards, the balance of payments, the foreign debt, the terms of trade, the 
exchange rate, international competitiveness and trade liberalisation
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Unit 4: Managing the economy has two Areas of Study: 
• Area of Study 1: Aggregate demand policies and domestic economic stability
• Area of Study 2: Aggregate supply policies

What’s the same? 
Unit 4 is largely the same, including the two outcomes for aggregate demand policies and one for aggregate supply 
policies. Teachers will recognise coverage of: 
• government aggregate demand policies including budgetary and monetary policies to promote the government’s 

three key domestic macroeconomic goals 
• government aggregate supply policies including supply-side budgetary measures such as spending on education, 

R&D, subsidies and investment in infrastructure, in addition to other measures such as tax and welfare reforms 
and  immigration  policy

• strengths and weaknesses of the Australian government’s aggregate demand and aggregate supply policies used 
to pursue the three key domestic macroeconomic goals

What’s changed?
• The study of aggregate demand policies focusses on the past two years (vs. the past four years)
• The consideration of policies is limited to their use to pursue the three key domestic macroeconomic goals (that 

is, not including external stability or equity)
• Some aggregate supply policies have been removed (for example, labour market reforms, national competition 

policy, trade liberalisation and environmental policy)
• There is no need to look at the overall aggregate demand-supply policy mix
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Why should teachers choose the new  
Economics Down Under?

Benefit Description

Up-to-date content Available as eBookPLUS (digital) only, the new Economics Down Under includes graphs, 
tables and statistics for 2016, which aligns with the requirement in the new Study Design 
to focus on developments in the Australian economy over the past two years. The digital 
format not only makes it easy to ensure currency, but also enables weblinks to additional 
reference material and up-to-date sources.

Easy to use, follow 
and understand

The design and layout of the new eBookPLUS and offline PDFs have been completely 
re-designed to be accessible to all students. What’s more, features have been added 
to improve useability and convenience—such as a search facility to locate information 
quickly and links from key terms in the text to the built-in Economics dictionary—making 
Economics Down Under a complete package.

No student is left 
behind or held back

Each section includes opportunities for students to revise and check their understanding 
of concepts, and multiple choice and short answer questions at the end of each topic 
target key areas of knowledge and cultivate key skills as outlined in the Study Design. In 
addition, there is a chapter devoted to each of the five outcomes and school-assessed 
coursework to make exam preparation easier and more convenient.

Teachers gain 
confidence in their 
coverage of the 
Study Design

Written by Richard Morris, leading VCE Economics author and teacher for more than 45 
years, the new Economics Down Under provides the most comprehensive and in-depth 
coverage of the Study Design on the market. The new editions closely follow the new 
content and structure so teachers can have confidence in their coverage of the material. 

Teachers save time Complete alignment to the new VCE Study Design and teacher support such as answers to 
all questions and activities, and sample examinations with answers, means teachers spend 
less time planning and preparing for 2017.  
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For more information about the series, including 
features, pricing and sample chapters, please visit 
www.jacaranda.com.au/vce

The digital-only Economics Down Under VCE Units 1–4 series product suite includes: 

• Economics Down Under 1 10E eBookPLUS
• Economics Down Under 2 9E eBookPLUS
• Economics Down Under 2 9E eGuidePLUS (Teacher Edition)

Please note that there is no printed textbook for the new Economics Down Under.

Availability


